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Research and Development Area - Enhanced Oil Recovery

By: Jose David Molina
Chief Executive Officer
Nakasawa Mining & Energy

Lucrative Investment Opportunities in Heavy Crude Oil Regions: 
Middle East, India, and Indonesia Leading the Way

In today's global energy markets, heavy crude oil reserves stand as an untapped goldmine of investment opportunities. With 
the spotlight firmly on the Middle East, India, and Indonesia, there has never been a better time to delve into the world of 
Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) and capitalize on its vast potential.

The Landscape of Opportunity

Middle East: The cradle of the oil industry, the Middle East, with 48% of the world's known oil reserves, is ripe for modern EOR 
techniques. Innovative technologies could lead to revenue projections exceeding $500 billion over the next decade.
India: While known as a major oil consumer, India's internal heavy crude production is just beginning to be tapped. Current 
geological surveys point to potential reserves of over 5 billion barrels. Given the evolving market dynamics, India could generate 
upwards of $250 billion by 2035.
Indonesia: Once a member of OPEC, Indonesia harbors significant heavy crude reserves. The nation's ROI on these reserves 
could escalate to an impressive 450% over 15 years, bringing potential revenues beyond $150 billion.

Why Should Fund Managers Act Now?

Technological Breakthroughs: The integration of revolutionary technologies like the Super Matroid Heater (SMH) and cyclic 
steam stimulation promises efficient and sustainable extraction, translating to cost reductions and amplified ROI.
Surging Demand: As global appetite for crude oil rises, particularly in burgeoning economies, investing now ensures a consistent 
revenue flow for years.
Investor-Centric Policies: Local governments are enacting policies that cater to investors, streamlining business operations 
and offering tax incentives.
A Closing Window: As the sector becomes more recognized, competition will swell. Early birds will indeed catch the worm, 
guaranteeing a more substantial market footprint and superior returns.

A Call to Action for Investment Managers
The burgeoning heavy crude oil sector in these highlighted regions echoes the dawn of the tech era. The opportunity for 
growth is palpable. For fund managers aiming to diversify portfolios and hedge against market fluctuations, now is the time to 
take the leap.

Nakasawa Mining & Energy, fortified by its extensive experience and cutting-edge technologies, is uniquely positioned to 
spearhead this venture. We extend an invitation to visionary fund managers to collaborate with us on this unparalleled 
investment journey.For an in-depth conversation and potential collaboration, please connect with Jose David Molina, Global 
CEO, Nakasawa Resources, at jdmolina@nakasawaresources.com.

About Nakasawa Mining & Energy
Nakasawa Mining & Energy, a linchpin in the global oil arena for over two decades, is celebrated for its technological prowess 
and unwavering dedication to sustainable oil extraction. As we partner with major industry players worldwide, we're not just 
part of the industry's future – we're leading it!


